Notification Report

Sections 95 to 95G of the
Resource Management Act 1991

Date:

23 September 2020

App Number:

LU/0154/20
SP/0082/20

Reporting Planner:

Todd Whittaker
Consultant Planner

Site Visit on:

3 June 2020

Applicant:

Land use consent - BBC Technologies Limited
Subdivision consent - Grass Ventures Limited

Property Address:

35 Lochiel Road and 236 Airport Road RD 2 Hamilton 3282

Legal Description:

LOT 5 DPS 16200, LOT 2 DP 482423

Site Area:

9.84ha

Activity Status:

Land use - Discretionary

Zoning:

Rural Zone

Policy Area(s):

Hamilton Airport overlays including

Outer Control Boundary

Subsidiary Strip Approach overlay

Transitional Slope overlay

Horizontal Surface overlay

Designation(s):

Nil
There are two components to the application.

Proposal:

1

Land use application to establish an office and research facility including
outdoor growing areas as a rural based industry for BBC Technologies Limited
Subdivision application to establish a new title for the BBC Technologies site
and to create a road splay from two existing titles.

INTRODUCTION

BBC Technologies and Grass Ventures Limited have entered into an arrangement whereby Grass
Ventures Limited acquired the properties that are the subject of this application, and are
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progressing the subdivision application. BBC Technologies are the applicant for the land use
consent to enable the development of the new site.
In summary, the application is seeking to establish and operate a new research and
manufacturing campus for BBC Technologies. The following activities, buildings and development
are proposed:


A new 6,012m2 building comprising a manufacturing warehouse (3,300m2) and office /
research facilities;



258 carparks (within a carparking area of 8,537m2);



Alterations to the existing access arrangements onsite;



A subdivision to create three lots (from two existing titles); and an outdoor area for growing
fruit.

In respect of the subdivision, Grass Ventures Limited is seeking resource consent to create an
additional lot in the Rural Zone to cater for the BBC Technologies activity in accordance with Rule
15.4.2.40 Activities with Land Use Consents. The subdivision is a Discretionary Activity.

1.1 Description of site
The site is located on the corner of Airport Road and Lochiel Road. The site that is the subject of
this application currently is comprised of two titles, 326 Airport Road and 35 Lochiel Road legally
described as Lot 5 DPS 16200 and Lot 2 DP 482423.
The site is bounded by rural residential properties to the north, east and south, and industrial
zoned land to the west along with Hamilton Airport. Also, in proximity is the Mystery Creek
Special Events Zone and the Riverside Golf Club. Airport Road forms the western boundary of the
site and Lochiel Road forms the southern boundary. The site is generally flat, with limited
vegetation and no indigenous vegetation. The Waikato River is approximately 370 metres to the
east of the site (and the application site does not adjoin the Waikato River).
There are two residential dwellings, one on each property (which are to remain following the
proposed subdivision)
The site contains a total of 9.8ha held across the two existing titles. The titles are subject to a
number of encumbrances which have been identified in the application material and includes
limited access gazette notices , right of way easements and a consent notices on Lot 2 DP 482423.
The consent notice relates to site development in terms of acoustic insulation, engineering and
screening along the SH21 boundary. The Applicant has advised that they will be applying to cancel
the consent notices.
Both properties are within the Rural Zone with a number of overlays originating from the
Hamilton Airport designation affecting the property.
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Figure 1 shows the site and surrounding land use.

Figure 1: Aerial photograph of site and surrounding land use. (Source – application material).
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1.2 Legal interests in the property
Table 2 below summarises the relevant interests on the two existing titles.
Record of
Title

Address and Legal
Description

SA14B/258

678683

Size

Date Issued

Relevant Interests

LOT 5 DPS 16200
35 Lochiel Road

4.06ha

12 May 1972



B537026.1 Gazette Notice
declaring State Highway No 21
(Narrows Bridge - SH 3
Intersection) fronting the
within land to be a limited
access road

LOT 2 DP 482423
326 Airport Road

5.78ha

22 December
2014



B537026.1 Gazette Notice
declaring State Highway 21
(Narrows Bridge - SH 3
Intersection) fronting the
within land to be a limited
access road.
B632968.1 Certificate pursuant
to Section 91 Transit New
Zealand Act 1989
8515957.1 Consent Notice
pursuant to Section 221
Resource Management Act
1991
Subject to a right of way over
part marked A on DP 482423
created
by
Easement
Instrument 8515957.3
The easements created by
Easement
Instrument
8515957.3 are subject to
Section 243 (a) Resource
Management Act 1991
Land Covenant in Easement
Instrument
8515957.4
8.7.2010











Table 1: Existing titles and interests.

The above listed interests are relevant in terms of any access onto SH 21 and also in terms of the
consent notice on Lot 2 DP 482423.
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1.3 Proposal
The land use application seeks consent for a manufacturing and warehouse building with a floor
area of 3,300m2 with 258 parking spaces on-site. The office / research facility, also part of the
one building on site, is comprised of two stories, with a maximum gross floor area of 2,712 m2.
In total, the proposed building on site has a maximum floor area of 6,012 m2.
The test plot / fruit growing area is approximately 9,342 m2 in area. This is an outdoor area for
growing fruit associated with the research and development activities within the site.
It is noted that the initial expansion of the business, estimated to be achieved by 2023-2025, will
see staffing numbers rise from the present number of 148 to 219. The full expansion, estimated
to occur between 2026-2028, will be in the order of 306 staff, and the site / building is designed
to accommodate this number.
The application provides site, elevation and floor plans for the building and site works and is
supported by planning, traffic, servicing and noise assessments. In addition , a cultural impact
report has been presented.
The main proposal and site development is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Proposed site Development. (Source – application material).
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The scheme plan for the proposed subdivision is shown in Figure 3 over page. This sets out the
area and configuration of proposed Lot 1 for the BBC Technologies proposal with proposed Lot 2
and Lot 3 being the balance areas of the existing land holdings. Proposed Lot 4 provides a splay
for road to vest to facilitate the approach land and entrance for traffic accessing the site off
Lochiel Road.

Figure 2: Proposed Scheme Plan. (Source – application material).

The applicant is proposing to service the site as follows:
Water Supply

The applicant has estimated that the total daily potable water demand
for the site will be between 8.2 – 12.8m3. Should groundwater be
utilised for drinking water, this is within the permitted activity take limit
in the Waikato Regional Plan.
Sufficient space has been identified within the site to store water for
firefighting and domestic use. It is anticipated that the development
would require permanent storage of approximately 180m3 for
firefighting purposes.
The existing dwellings on proposed Lot 2 and 3 will continue to utilise
their own supply.
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Wastewater

There is currently no wastewater reticulation at the site, and BBC
Technologies will need to provide an onsite wastewater system to cater
for the site. There are two options that BBC Technologies is investigating
are wastewater collection and holding tanks or an on site package
wastewater treatment plant with onsite soakage disposal beds or
dripper lines to discharge the treated wastewater to ground. This latter
option would likely require a resource consent from the Waikato
Regional Council.
There is also a third option to negotiate a joint solution with Waikato
Regional Airport Limited (“WRAL”), which is proposing to install a
package wastewater treatment plant on the opposite side of Airport
Road.

Stormwater

Stormwater runoff from the building roof will be stored for re-use with
any surplus to be disposed to ground via on-site soakage systems. The
stormwater drained from the hardstand parking area will also be
disposed of via stormwater soakage. The design requirement for
stormwater soakage is to soak to ground the full runoff from new
impermeable areas for the 10-year ARI design storm event.
For storm events exceeding the capacity of the soakage trench, excess
stormwater will discharge from the soakage system. As the discharge
must be directed away from the buildings on site, the overflow will need
to drain to the adjacent road drains or run off along existing contours
or gullies to the Waikato River as would occur pre-development. Any
discharge permits required will be consented once further details of the
system are know

Power
and The applicant has liaised with service providers regarding new
telecommunications connection to the site.
Existing dwellings Will continue to utilise their own supply.
on proposed Lot 2
and 3
With regards to access, the Applicant has prepared an Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) and
is proposing to upgrade the existing SH21/Lochiel Road intersection with widening of Lochiel
Road to a 7 carriageway and extending to the proposed heavy commercial entrance vehicle
located towards the eastern side of proposed Lot 1.

1.4 Process Matters
A Section 92 request was issued to the Applicant on 22 July 2020 requesting information on the
status of the application, provision of the cultural values assessment, and noise. It also provided
some commentary on access and servicing requirements.
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The Applicant has responded and supplied;





2

A Cultural Values assessment from Ngati Haua dated 11 August 2020,
A discussion on activity status and the nature of the proposed activity in relation to the
Rural Industry definition (email from Abbie Fowler dated 4 September 2020,
Noise assessment from Marshall Day Acoustics dated 3 September 2020.
An updated addendum to the Integrated Transportation Assessment and further
responses to traffic related issues.

REASON FOR THE APPLICATION

A resource consent as described under Section 87(a) of the Resource Management Act 1991 is
required for the reasons set out below.

2.1 Resource Management (National Environmental Standard for Assessing and
Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011
(‘NES’)
These regulations came into force on 1 January 2012 and apply when a person wants to do an
activity described in Regulation 5(2) to 5(6) on a piece of land described in Regulation 5(7) or 5(8).
The site is identified as an unverified HAIL site (LUI11565) on the Waikato Regional Council
database.
The Applicant has presented a Preliminary Site Investigation which has included a desk top
analysis of the historical and current land use on the site and has also undertaken some soil
samples. The results of this assessment is that the site is not a HAIL site and no consents under
the NES are required.

2.2 Waipa District Plan Rule Assessment
An assessment of the proposal’s compliance with the relevant rules of the District Plan has been
completed. In summary, Table 3 below outlines the relevant rules relating to the proposed
subdivision.
Rule #

Rule Name

Status of Activity

Comment

Land use
4.4.1.4(g)

Rural
based Discretionary
Industry

The Applicant has lodged the application for a rural
based industry on the basis that the activity has a
direct connection to the rural /horticulture sector
and that it provides for research and development
which would fall within the ambit of a rural
research facility.
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4.4.2.1

Minimum
building setback
from road
boundaries

Discretionary

The new building does not comply with the
required 30m set back from SH 21.

4.4.2.2

Minimum
setbacks from
internal site
boundaries

Restricted
Discretionary

The proposed building is setback approximately
15.5 metres from the boundary with Lot 2 (the rear
boundary).

4.4.2.10

Maximum
building
coverage

Restricted
Discretionary

The building coverage is approximately 11.6% and
does comply with the permitted activity rule of 3%.

4.4.2.15

Noise

Discretionary

Non-compliance has been identified in relation to
the peak traffic movements and night time
standards (40dBL). It is noted that this noncompliance was not identified in the original AEE
but was subsequently modelled and predicted in
the Marshall day Noise assessment.

4.4.2.44

Signs

Discretionary

This proposal includes three signs – two to be
visible on Airport Road and one on Lochiel Road.
Each sign is 8 metres in height (the sign and the
base). The area of each sign is 17.5m2 and does not
comply with the maximum sign size of 1.2m2
visible in any direction and a maximum area of
2.4m2.

4.4.2.74

Earthworks

Discretionary

The site works are anticipated to be more than the
1,000m2 permitted activity threshold.

16.4.2.23

Car park
landscaping and
lighting

Restricted
Discretionary

BBC Technologies may not provide one tree per
every 5 parks. Out of an abundance of caution, BBC
Technologies seeks consent under this rule

16.4.2.25

Provision of an Restricted
integrated
Discretionary
transportation
assessment

The proposal will generate over 250 vehicles per
day on a local road (Lochiel Road). The activity is
therefore a restricted discretionary activity.

15.4.1.1(q) Subdivision for Discretionary
and
activities
15.4.2.40
requiring land
use consent

The District Plan does provide for subdivision of
named activities which have been operating for
two years. Rural Industry is not a named activity
and the Applicant is seeking subdivision without
the activity operating for two years. In this case, it

Subdivision
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is considered that Section 87B of the RMA applies
and the subdivision is a Discretionary Activity.
Table 2: District Plan rule assessment.

In terms of the land use activity status, the Applicant has presented a discussion on the nature of
the proposed activity and how this may be considered a Rural Based Industry. While it is accepted
that there are components of the activity which align with the definition of Rural Based Industry,
the size, nature and scale of the proposed facility has the character of a large scale commercial
building including significant areas of on-site carparking to cater for a large scale workforce of
some 306 staff. The proposal breaches a number of permitted activity thresholds which reflects
some disconnect with the nature and scale of activities that are anticipated in the Rural Zone.
These are distinct from the nature of other activities which are specifically named under the Rural
Based Industry definition such as agricultural contractors depts, pack houses, meat and poultry
processing. If the application, was determined as not meeting the definition of Rural Based
Industry, then it would default to a non-complying activity.
It is considered that the scope of activities which may come within the ambit of the Rural Based
Industry definition is very broad given that the definition refers to activities that have a direct
connection to rural activities and there is also linkage to rural research facilities. For the purpose
of this notification assessment, it is considered that the Discretionary Activity status can be
adopted, however a Non-Complying activity status has also been considered in undertaking this
notification assessment and report out of an abundance of caution. It is acknowledged that
through any limited notification or public notification process, the activity status may be
contested by third parties and addressed further as part of any hearings process. As both a
Discretionary and Non-complying activity status, all actual and potential effects of the activity
have been considered and assessed and therefore the activity status is not material to the
notification assessment and decision.
As outlined in the table above, the application is assessed as a Discretionary Activity for both the
land use and subdivision applications being the highest status indicated by the above rules.

3

STAFF COMMENTS

3.1 Development Engineering
Council’s Development Engineer, Tony Coutts, has reviewed the application and notes the
following points:Earthworks:
Proposed Lot 1 will be subject to future development and as indicated in the construction
activities, will have earthworks volumes in the range ~16,000m³ for the building and carpark
portions. Earthworks construction management, construction, sediment and erosion control,
Stockpiles, Dust, Hours of Work, Reinstatement, Archaeological, Abandoned Works and Travel,
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management plan conditions can be imposed to manage the effects from the earthworks
accordingly.
Water Supply:
As identified in the applications servicing information, proposed Lot 1’s potable water demand
will be between 8.2 – 12.8m³/day and will require a permanent storage requirement of 180m³ to
ensure compliance with SNZ PAS 4509:2008 New Zealand Fire Service Firefighting Water Supplies
Code of Practice. Given that no council reticulation is immediately available for connection or
planned to do so and to do so will require approval from third party authorities, Consent Notice
for rural fire fighting supply has been imposed with reference to the Technical memo supplied by
Harrison Grierson dated 02/03/2020 (Council Reference: 10426959, Appendix G (Sub-appendix
B), Pages 320 – 353 of 366), Section 4.0 Water Supply.
Proposed Lots 2 – 3 will continue to manage water within their own internal lot boundaries. This
subdivision does not alter the current supply arrangements present on these titles.
Wastewater:
As identified in the applications servicing information, proposed Lot 1 has various approaches
that can be taken to ensure wastewater is managed appropriately. Given the complexity of each
proposed arrangement and that no council reticulation is immediately available for connection
or planned to do so and will require approval from third party authorities, Consent Notice for
wastewater disposal has been imposed with reference to the Technical memo supplied by
Harrison Grierson dated 02/03/2020 (Council Reference: 10426959, Appendix G (Sub-appendix
B), Pages 320 – 353 of 366), Section 3.0 Wastewater.
Proposed Lots 2 – 3 will continue to manage wastewater within their own internal lot boundaries.
This subdivision does not alter the current supply arrangements present on these titles.
Stormwater:
The stormwater runoff generated from the building will be most likely reused given the water
supply requirements and limited council service available to them in this area at this time. Given
the scale and complexity of this arrangement, Consent Notice for stormwater disposal has been
imposed Technical memo supplied by Harrison Grierson dated 02/03/2020 (Council Reference:
10426959, Appendix G (Sub-appendix B), Pages 320 – 353 of 366) Section 2.0 Stormwater
assessment.
The stormwater runoff generated from the carpark will be managed via soakage capturing the
primary event and event exceeding the primary surface running to existing road drains at a
controlled predevelopment rate.
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As identified within the preliminary geotechnical report provided by HDgeo Dated 03/03/2020
(Council Reference: 10426959, Appendix G, Pages 290 – 360 of 366) and the soakage tests
provided by Harrison Grierson dated 21/01/2020 Council Reference: 10426959, Appendix G (SubAppendix B), Pages 328 – 333 of 366) soakage is deemed a viable option, with test results
exceeding the minimum 1L/m²/min requirements. As such, the report has been added to the
advice notes of the carpark conditions stormwater disposal item.
As the proposed road widen/intersection upgrade will create more impervious surfaces therefore
more stormwater runoff, stormwater disposal item has been added to the Lochiel Road widen
design condition.
Proposed Lots 2 – 3 will continue to manage stormwater within their own internal lot boundaries.
This subdivision does not alter the current supply arrangements present on these titles.
Proposed Lot 4 doesn’t require any stormwater condition to be imposed from WDC given it
purpose as road to vest to NZ Transport Agency, which have required stormwater disposal as part
of their request.
Foundations:
As identified within the preliminary geotechnical report provided by HDgeo Dated 03/03/2020
(Council Reference: 10426959, Appendix G, Pages 290 – 360 of 366) Proposed Lot 1 will require a
large amount of soil removal, backfill compaction to remove the loose soil layers identified in the
soil strata’s. With this requirement, the scale and complexity of the build in mind, Consent Notice
for foundation design has been imposed referencing the initial preliminary geotechnical report
supplied and that unknown soils that will require testing that are yet to be in place.
Proposed Lots 2 – 3 will is not subject to future development under this application.
Overall, it is considered from the engineering assessment that there are no issues arising from
the servicing of the BBC Technologies proposal or the subdivision which cannot be addressed
through appropriate conditions of consent.

3.2

Transportation and Parking

The application has been reviewed by both Council’s Roading Manager, Bryan Hudson and Tony
Coutts. The assessment has included the review of the application material and additional
addendums, review of correspondence from the NZ Transport Agency and a project meeting
involving representatives of the Applicant, their traffic specialist (Gray Matter), Waipa District
Council and the NZ Transport Agency (Zoom meeting – 22 September 2020)
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Proposed Lot 1 will be the main point of interest, as shown on the Scheme plan provided by
Cogswell dated 05/06/2020 (Council Reference: 10426959, Appendix C, Page 184 of 366). Gray
Matter has assessed the proposed construction/established development traffic numbers dated
02/06/2020 (Council Reference: 10426959, Appendix E, Page 199 - 245 of 366) which identifies
an additional 1241veh/day and 129veh/hr during peak times.
The ITA also assesses the intersection against future growth traffic models with the assumptions
Southern Links are in place by 2041.
Overall, the ITA report provides recommendations for constructing a right turn bay at the Airport
Road/Lochiel Road intersection and Localised Road widening from the proposed Lot 1 entrance
to the intersection. The right turn bay at the Airport Road/Lochiel Road intersection will require
NZ Transport Agency design approval and safety audit, which they have supported in their initial
letter to the applicant (Council Reference: 10426959, Appendix I, Page 363 of 366) and further
letter of 18 September 2020.
The proposed development will require 258 carparks to facilitate all buildings once fully
developed. Carpark design/construction/QA conditions have been imposed to ensure design and
construction is undertaken within councils appropriate standards and ensure compliance with
relative district plan rules.
Proposed Lot 2 will continue to gain access via existing arrangement along Lochiel Road. The
entrance is fit for purpose and is not subject to future development at such time of this consent.
As such, no further conditions are imposed concerning this property access.
Proposed Lot 3 will continue to gain access via existing arrangement along Airport Road (SH 21).
Given the access arrangement is outside Waipa District Councils jurisdiction given the speed
being above 50km/hr (100km/hr in this area), Development Engineering has not assessed this
entrance and not passed and comments on its current condition or purpose. No conditions are
imposed regarding access for this property.
Proposed Lot 4 will be vested to NZTA as road reserve and as such, will be conditioned accordingly
by the NZ Transport Agency.

ASSESSMENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
3.3 Adequacy of information
It is my opinion that the information contained within the application is substantially suitable and
reliable for the purpose of making a recommendation of and decision on notification. The
information within the application is sufficient to understand the characteristics of the proposed
activity as it relates to provisions of the District Plan, for identifying the scope and extent of any
adverse effects on the environment, and to identify persons who may be affected by the activity’s
adverse effects.
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3.4 Mandatory Public Notification - Section 95A(2) & (3)
Council must publicly notify the resource consent where:
a)

it has been requested by the applicant; or

b)

a further information request has been not been complied with or the applicant refuses to
provide the information pursuant to Section 95C; or

c)

the application has been made jointly with an application to exchange recreation reserve
land under Section 15AA of the Reserves Act 1977.

In this instance, none of the above situations apply, therefore public notification is not required
under Section 95A(3).

3.5 Public notification precluded – Section 95A(5)
There are no rules or national environmental standard or the District Plan relevant to this
proposal that preclude public notification.

3.6 Public notification required in certain circumstances – Section 95A(8)
Council must publicly notify the resource consent where:
a)

The application is for a resource consent for one or more activities, and any of those
activities is subject to a rule or national environmental standard that requires public
notification; or

b)

The consent authority decides, pursuant to Section 95D, that the activity will have or is
likely to have adverse effects on the environment that are more than minor.

In this instance, public notification is not required by a rule or a national environmental standard.
Refer to Section 4.5 of this report for Council’s assessment of the effects.

3.7 Effects that may or must be disregarded – Section 95D(a), (b), (d) and (e)
Pursuant to Section 95D, if a rule or national environmental standard permits an activity with
that effect the adverse effect of that activity may be disregarded.
3.7.1 Permitted Baseline
The permitted activity provisions for rural land use and permitted activity standards for bulk and
location provide a baseline from which the adverse effects of the proposal can be considered.
Given the size and scale of the building including substantial areas for on-site carparking
distinguish this scale and intensity of the BBC Technologies proposal from other typical rural
activities and therefore the permitted baseline is considered to have limited relevance.
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All forms of subdivision within the District Plan require resource consent. Therefore there are no
subdivision activities permitted by the District Plan which can be considered with respect to the
permitted baseline.
3.7.2

Land excluded from the assessment

For the purpose of assessing an application to establish whether public notification is required,
effects on owners and occupiers of the subject site and adjacent sites, and persons whom have
given written approval must be disregarded. The adjacent properties to be excluded from the
public notification assessment are listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 3 below and is based on
the land use component of the application.
ID#

Street Address

Legal Description

Owner

10242

284 Airport Road

Lot 2 DPS 88455

Kaipaki Promotions Limited

14949

8 Lochiel Road

Lot 1 DPS 58426

Mervyn C & Marilyn A Clark

68294

283 Airport Road

Lot 100 DP 521314

Titanium Park Limited

10078

333 Airport Road

Lots 3 and 4 DPS 20786 and Lots 1 – 3
DPS 60919

Waikato Regional Airport Limited

65507

326A Airport Road

Lot 1 DP 482423

Craig T & Rosemarie A Ryan

Table 4: Properties excluded for purposes of public notification assessment

Figure 3: Adjacent properties map (Subject site for land use highlighted in blue – subdivision boundary in
red)
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3.8 Assessment of Adverse Environmental Effects – Section 95D
Part 2 of the Act explains the purpose is to “promote the sustainable management of natural and
physical resources”. In addition, it is noted the meaning of ‘effect’ is defined under the Act as:
In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, the term effect includes—
(a) any positive or adverse effect; and
(b) any temporary or permanent effect; and
(c) any past, present, or future effect; and
(d) any cumulative effect which arises over time or in combination with other effects —
regardless of the scale, intensity, duration, or frequency of the effect, and also
includes—
(e) any potential effect of high probability; and
(f) any potential effect of low probability which has a high potential impact.
With the definition of ‘effect’ in mind, it is considered appropriate to further examine the effects
of the proposed activity relating to character and amenity, traffic, and noise effects. It is
acknowledged some of these effects are temporary and directly related to the construction of
the land use proposal and subdivision.
This report addresses both the land use and subdivision parts of the application. The following
assessment is relevant to both applications although the assessment of effects is more relevant
to the actual effects of the land use component.
Effects on character and amenity
The Act defines amenity values as “those natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an
area that contribute to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and
cultural and recreational attributes”. The Residential Zone accommodates the District’s urban
areas and considers bulk, existing environment, density, noise and the relationship between
private and public spaces. Collectively these elements form the character of the area.
In terms of character and amenity, the site is located within the Rural Zone, however the area is
heavily influenced by the Hamilton Airport and the associated industrial and warehousing
activities on the opposite side of SH21. It is also noted that other activities such as the go kart
track and visitor accommodation to the south of the site represent land use activities which are
atypical of a rural environment and the Mystery Creek Zone also extends from Lochiel Road
south.
The scale and intensity of the BBC Technologies proposal is substantial and it will certainly have
an effect on the immediate locality in terms of the built form and also traffic generation. The
adverse effects on the adjacent property owners and other land holdings located along Lochiel
Road can be assessed as part of the limited notification and affected party assessment.
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In my opinion, the existing location and character of the area is not particularly sensitive to
landscape modification through additional built form and I am satisfied that the adverse effects
on the broad level character and amenity values will be minor.
3.8.1 Effects on the roading network
The Applicant has provided an Integrated Transportation Assessment (ITA) that discusses the
roading network, current and future traffic generation, impacts on safety and efficiency and
parking demand.
The ITA and application material also discusses the consultation with the NZ Transport Agency
and the Waikato Regional Airport Limited (WRAL)
The BBC Technologies proposal will generate high levels of additional traffic generation, primarily
associated with staff vehicles. It has been assessed that the proposal will generate 1,241 veh/day
with a peak hour generation of 170 veh/hour. The existing ADT for SH21 is 6,736 veh/day with
an assessed peak of 740 veh/day and Lochiel Road data showing an average daily traffic count of
220 veh/day. To address the increase in traffic generation, the Applicant is proposing to upgrade
the existing SH21/Airport Road and Lochiel Road intersection with provision of a right turn bay
and widening of Lochiel Road to the proposed site entrance.
It is noted that the state highway and local roading network surrounding the site is subject to a
number of land use and development initiatives associated with Hamilton Airport which will lead
to additional traffic generation over the medium term. The Southern Links project will also result
in a significant step up in traffic using SH21. Developer agreements are in place for the upgrade
of key intersections around Hamilton Airport involving both WRAL and Meridian 37.
It is also noted that Mystery Creek and other visitor activities are located to the south of the site
and this creates significant additional loadings on the roading network during large scale events.
The NZ Transport Agency is largely satisfied with the assessment of effects on the state highway
network. The Applicant has provided a letter from the NZ Transport Agency dated 18 September
which sets out the information and mitigation measures which have been assessed and that
subject to agreement over the intersection upgrade works, the NZ Transport Agency is satisfied
that the adverse effects on the transport network will be avoided or mitigated. The Applicant has
not formally agreed to the conditions proposed by the NZ Transport Agency and given that at this
this stage no formal approval has been secured, the NZ Transport Agency retains the status of
affected party.
The proposal has been reviewed by Waipa District Council’s Roading Manager, Mr Bryan Hudson.
Mr Hudson has raised some concerns with the nature of the ITA and in particular the complexity
of the various assumptions and model data relating to future traffic generation. The Applicant
has responded to these queries and a project meeting was also held on the 22 September 2020
to enable a discussion of the proposal and impacts on the roading network. The outcome of that
meeting was confirmation that;
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The Applicant’s traffic expert, Mr Alastair Black responded to Mr Hudson’s queries and
advised that while there was some inherent vagaries with the traffic model, he was satisfied
that sufficient analysis of effects on the roading network was available to conclude that the
adverse effects on the roading network in terms of efficiency and safety are minor,



NZ Transport Agency staff confirmed that they were satisfied with the analysis of
transportation effects and that they have reached the view that the adverse effects on the
roading network were minor. The only matter for the NZ Transport Agency was now to
finalise the appropriate design of the Lochiel Road intersection with SH21, and



Mr Hudson confirmed that he was now comfortable with the assessment on the wider
transport network, however further review of the intersection upgrade and potential
effects on adjacent landowners was required. This was a localised issue and did not affect
the roading network at large.

It is clear that there are many factors affecting the state highway and local roading network which
are interrelated and that there has been a substantial amount of technical work invested into
modelling and trigger thresholds for the upgrading of key intersections around the subject site.
The Applicant is also taking responsibility for completing any necessary upgrades to Lochiel Road
intersection with SH21.
In my opinion, the Applicant has conducted a comprehensive assessment of transportation
impacts and has also consulted with the NZ Transport Agency and other stakeholders. The
proposal will increase traffic movements on the roading network and this will have an
incremental impact on the efficiency and safety of the roading network including other land use
activities and users of the transportation network.
Based on the assessment from the Applicants traffic expert, the review and assessment of the
proposal from the NZ Transport Agency and from Council’s Roading Manager, I am satisfied that
the adverse effects on the roading network will be minor.
3.8.2 Cultural effects
The Applicant has commissioned a cultural values assessment from Ngati Haua. This has assessed
the potential effects of the proposal on cultural values and has taken into account the provisions
of the Waikato-Tainui Environmental Plan, Te Ture Whimana o Te Awao Waikato, and Te Rautaki
Tāmata Ao Turoa o Hauā.
The report and assessment concludes that there is no opposition to the BBC Technologies
proposal subject to a number of recommendations that can form conditions of consent. The
applicant has agreed to the recommendations.
Based on the cultural values assessment, it is considered that any adverse effects on cultural
values will be less than minor.
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3.8.3 Effects on Infrastructure
How and where infrastructure occurs is critical to the suitability of a subdivision and the resulting
use of the area. The infrastructure required for the development in the Residential Zone includes
water supply, stormwater disposal, wastewater disposal, power and telecommunication
connections.
The application has provided an Infrastructure Report which outlines the proposal for
wastewater, water supply and stormwater disposal. This report confirms there is a workable
design for each reticulation to ensure the development is serviced appropriately.
Council’s Development Engineer, Tony Coutts, has reviewed the Infrastructure Report and is
supportive of the proposed infrastructure reticulation. Mr Coutts notes this is subject to detailed
design plans which can be submitted and managed via consent conditions, should consent be
granted.
Overall, based on the technical reports provided with the application and Council’s Development
Engineering Team advice, it is my opinion that any actual or potential adverse effects on
infrastructure will be less than minor and limited to the immediate environment.
3.8.4 Loss of Rural land
If consent is granted, then a 4ha site will be developed for a rural based industry with the site
formed from the subdivision of two existing lifestyle properties. While the new site will be 4ha,
approximately 25 percent of this will be utilised for a research and fruit growing area and
therefore will continue to utilise the rural soil resource.
In my opinion, the development of the site and reconfiguration of the two existing lifestyle
properties will have less than minor effects on the rural land resource.
3.8.5 Summary of Effects
Overall it is concluded that any actual or potential adverse effects of the proposal will be minor.
On this basis the potential effects are below the more than minor threshold and the proposal
does not require public notification.

3.9 Special Circumstances – Section 95A(9)
Council must publicly notify an application if it considers that special circumstances exist. In
effect, special circumstances ‘trumps’ other notification provisions. Special circumstances have
been defined as circumstances that are unusual or exceptional, but may be less than
extraordinary or unique. Special circumstances provide a mechanism for public notification of an
application which may otherwise appear to be routine or uncontentious or minor in its effects.
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The purpose of considering special circumstances requires looking at matters that are beyond
the plan itself. The fact that a proposal might be contrary to the objectives and policies of a plan
is not sufficient to constitute special circumstances. Special circumstances must be more than:


where a Council has had an indication that people want to make submissions;



the fact that a large development is proposed; and



the fact that some persons have concerns about a proposal.

In this instance, the proposal is considered to have no more than minor effects as outlined in
Section 4.6 of this report, and is not considered to have unusual or exceptional circumstances
warranting public notification.

3.10 Summary of Public Notification Assessment
Pursuant to Section 95A, the application has been assessed to determine if public notification is
required. In this instance, and for the reasons outlined in Sections 4.1 to 4.7 above, it is not
considered that the proposal warrants public notification. For this reason the application is
required to be assessed pursuant to Section 95B for limited notification.

4

ASSESSMENT FOR THE PURPOSES OF LIMITED NOTIFICATION

Pursuant to Section 95B(1), where a consent authority decides that public notification is not
required under Section 95A of the Act, an assessment is required to determine whether limited
notification of an application is required.

4.1 Affected Customary Rights or Marine Title Groups – Section 95B(2)
The property subject to this consent is not within an protected customary rights group area or a
customary marine title area as defined by the Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011.

4.2 Statutory Acknowledgment Area – Section 95B(3)
The property subject to this consent is not within a statutory acknowledgment area.
Ngāti Hauā, were consulted directly, and they are not opposed to the application. Therefore, the
proposal is not contrary to the cultural, spiritual, historical, and traditional association of Ngāti
Hauā, with this identified area.

4.3 Limited Notification Precluded in Certain Circumstances – Section 95B(6)
There are no rules in a National Environmental Standard or in the District Plan relevant to this
proposal that preclude limited notification.
There are no circumstances relevant to this proposal that preclude limited notification.
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4.4 Assessment of adversely affected persons - Section 95E
The following provides an assessment of the adverse effects on the potentially affected persons.
4.4.1 8 Lochiel Road
This property is located directly opposite the site on Lochiel Road and is the most sensitive
location in terms of access, noise and potential visual effects. As such, this party is an affected
party.
4.4.2 Other property with access off Lochiel Road (37, 37A, 60, 72 Lochiel Road and 284
Airport Road)
These properties will be affected by the additional traffic movements which will significantly
increase traffic and vehicle movements at the Lochiel Road intersection and the potential impacts
in terms of visual and amenity values. All these parties are deemed to be affected.
4.4.3 283 and 333 Airport Road
These properties are opposite the site on Airport Road. They are not sensitive sites in relation to
built form or visual amenity and they are not permitted to have access directly onto SH21 based
on the Airport Business Zone Structure Plan.
It is considered that any adverse effects on these landowners will be less than minor and
therefore they do not reach an affected party status.
4.4.4 326A Airport Road
This is a rural dwelling site located to the north of the site. The site is largely screened from the
site by existing shelter belt and other hedging and tree planting. The site development will
remove a lot of the existing screening and this will open up potential amenity and visual effects.
The Applicant has also assessed this party as an affected party.
This party is therefore deemed to be an affected party.
4.4.5 Roading Effects
The Applicant has identified WRAL, the NZ Transport Agency, NZ National Fieldays Society and
Pacific Aerospace as potentially affected parties in terms of their interests in and agreements
with local roading projects.
I note that Meridian 37 also is subject to District Plan rules requiring comprehensive development
plans and mandatory upgrade criteria for key intersection upgrades which may be affected by
the proposal.
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In my opinion, the parties identified by the Applicant and Meridian 37 are affected parties with
respect to roading issues
4.4.6 Cultural Effects
The Applicant has identified the Ngati Haua Iwi Trust and Waikato Tainui as potentially affected
parties in terms of cultural values. The Applicant has also engaged Ngati Haua to prepare a
cultural assessment report which has endorsed the proposal.
Based on the material provided, it is unlikely that any cultural values will be affected however
given that the Applicant has identified Ngati Haua Iwi Trust and Waikato Tainui as potentially
affected, then it is considered appropriate that they are served notice of the application.
4.4.7 Other users and activities utilising the roading network.
Consideration has been given to other landowners with access to the local roading network and
also to other users of the roading network. An assessment of adverse effects on the roading
network has been undertaken in Section 3 above. This has concluded that any adverse effects on
the roading network in terms of traffic efficiency and safety will be minor. The test for affected
parties is whether the effects are less than minor otherwise the parties must be assessed as
affected.
Any new activity which generates additional traffic movement will have an incremental effect on
the roading network. In this case, SH21 is subject to developer agreements and a memorandum
of understanding in terms of future intersection upgrades and the completion of Southern Links
will see a major step change in traffic volumes. Apart from the parties identified above, it is
considered that any adverse effects on other landowners with access onto the roading network
or road users will be less than minor taking into account future traffic generation and measures
which have already been identified for intersection upgrades.
4.4.8 Summary of Assessment
Based on the above assessment, the proposal will result in actual or potential effects on a number
of parties. It is therefore recommended that the application is served on these parties as part of
a limited notification process.

4.5 Special Circumstances – Section 95B(10)
Council must limited notify an application, to any other persons not already determined to be
eligible for limited notification, if it considers that special circumstances exist in relation to the
application.
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Special circumstances have been defined as circumstances that are exceptional, abnormal or
unusual but may be less than extraordinary or unique. Special circumstances provide a
mechanism for limited notification of an application which may otherwise appear to be routine
or uncontentious or minor in its effects.
In this instance, the proposal is considered not to have exceptional, abnormal or unusual
circumstances warranting limited notification.

4.6 Summary of Limited Notification Assessment
Pursuant to Section 95B, the application has been assessed to determine if limited notification is
required. In this instance, and for the reasons outlined in Sections 5.1 to 5.5 above, it is
considered that the proposal warrants limited notification to the parties identified in Section 5.

5

SECTION 95 A & B NOTIFICATION RECOMMENDATION AND
DECISION UNDER DELEGATED AUTHORITY

Pursuant to Section 95 A & B application the land use and subdivision application proceed on a
Limited Notified basis with service to the following affected parties:
Surrounding landowners:
ID#

Street Address

Legal Description

Owner

62618

37A Lochiel Road

Lot 2 DP 403735

Peter L Annegarn & Gary C Peek

62617

37 Lochiel Road

Lot 1 DP 403735

Kevin & Cheryl J Robertson

34502

60 Lochiel Road

Lot 1 DPS 71733

Robbie L & Jessica J Cook

12106

72 Lochiel Road

Pt Lots 1 and 2 DP 17091, Lot 3 DP
29958, Lot 2 DP 30356, Allot 408 Te Rapa
Parish

Riverside Golf Club Incorporated

10242

284 Airport Road

Lot 2 DPS 88455

Kaipaki Promotions Limited

14949

8 Lochiel Road

Lot 1 DPS 58426

Mervyn C & Marilyn A Clark

65507

326A Airport Road

Lot 1 DP 482423

Craig T & Rosemarie A Ryan

Other parties:
Ngati Haua Iwi Trust
Waikato Tainui
Waikato Regional Airport Authority
NZ Transport Agency
NZ National Fieldays Society
Pacific Aerospace
Meridian 37
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Reporting Officer:

Approved By:

Todd Whittaker

Tony Quickfall

Consultant Planner
Dated: 23 September 2020

Manager District Plan and Growth Leader
Dated: 23 September 2020
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